
English 
Reading 
Reading words containing digraphs/trigraphs 
(including real and nonsense words). 
To read Year 1/2 keywords. 
Writing 
To re-read own work to ensure it makes sense and 
that all sentences have punctuation.  
To write in a non-fiction style. 
Spelling 
Word endings ‘ing’, ‘er’, ‘est’, ‘s/es’, ‘ed’. 
Spelling rule tch / ch.  
Learn how to correctly use the prefix ‘un’. 
To write a dictated sentence from memory, 
remembering punctuation and spelling rules. 
To learn weekly spellings. 
 

Music 
Exploring note values—crotchet, quaver 
and minim. Playing instruments. 
Develop listening and rhythmic skills.  

Art 
Observational drawings and paintings of birds. 
Design imaginary bird (Brusho/wax resist) based 
on a bird of paradise. 
Creating a parrot mobile.  
Collage pictures of birds focusing on feathers. 
Focus Artists: Picasso’s Rooster &  Peter Scott. 

R.E. 
Looking at places of worship, including 
Mosques and Synagogues. Why are 
these places special to some people? 

P.E. 
Dance:  Exploring actions and 
movements in response to stimuli. 
Exploring facial and body gestures. 
Evaluating others’ work. 

Gym:  Rocking and rolling with different 
body parts. Combining movements into 
sequences on and off apparatus. 

Games:  Developing agility, balance, co-
ordination and endurance through 
repetition. 

History  Learning about famous people. (Darwin & Scott) Researching facts, placing events/people on 
the class timeline. 

Science  
Studying and recording daily weather. 
Identifying and naming plants and 
animals. 
Labelling common features of animals. 
Studying the life cycles, in particular 
the life cycle of a chicken. 

Mathematics 
Counting in twos, fives and tens. 
Recall number facts (doubles, halves & bonds) 
Solving mathematical problems. 
Mental addition and subtraction.  
Sharing of a group of objects. 
Finding totals of money 
Develop ‘Draw a picture’ strategy. 

Computing 
Using the Internet and  iPads to copy and paste images and information about birds. Create a virtual 
chick diary with animation.  

Geography  
Locating areas of Bath. What is happening in the local area? Map reading skills and using bird’s eye view. 
Orienteering skills. Identifying different places in the world, relating to bird habitats. 

Design & Technology 
Learning how to cut square section wood using a saw and a bench hook. Joining pieces of wood together 
to make a simple frame. 

Personal, Social and Health Education 
Improving our school grounds. Solving playtime problems. Identifying and improving Learning Skills. 


